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Who Is Guru
Jára?
´ For the Czech anti-cult
movement and some
media, Guru Jára, the
founder of the Guru Jára
Path, is a serial rapist, who
created a religion merely to
satisfy his lust and sleep with
countless women. For his
followers, Guru Jára is a
high initiate and a divine
avatar, and a victim of
religious intolerance. Who is,
really, Guru Jára?

Map of the
Paper
´ In this paper, I focus on the
history of the Guru Jára
path and on some main
doctrines of the Path. The
Tantric roots of Guru Jára’s
worldview and the
complicated legal cases in
the Czech Republic and
the Philippines will be the
subject of the other two
papers in this session

1. The Making of a Guru
´ Jaroslav (Jára) Dobeš was born on
January 4, 1971, in Příbram,
Czechoslovakia. He started experiencing
supernatural phenomena at age 5. At age
9, he decided to record his paranormal
experiences in a journal, which was
discovered by his parents. They took him to
the doctors, who prescribed heavy
medications that had a devastating effect
´ In November 1982, Jára tried to hang
himself on a tree, but was saved by his
best friend and taken to the hospital,
where he went through a near-death
experience
´ He found solace in rock climbing, and in
1989 escaped to Italy

Italy and Cagliostro the Second
´ In Italy, Jára continued his rockclimbing activities in areas such as
Sperlonga (right) and Arco, where
he claims he achieved his first
enlightenment in 1991. He also met,
according to his account, disciples
of the right-wing esoteric teacher
Julius Evola (1898–1974), and a
mysterious master he called
“Cagliostro the Second,” under
whose guidance he studied
Renaissance magic

Mystical Egypt
´ In 1995, on the Dune of Pilat, in the
French Arcachon Bay, Jára received a
revelation commanding him to go to
Jerusalem, where another revelation
sent him to Egypt. There, he reported
that he received his higher initiation, in
1995, from a spiritual entity, while
spending a night inside the Pyramid of
Menkaure, the smallest of the three
pyramids of Giza, realizing his own status
was divine

Training in India
´ Having gathered his first disciples, Jára
received again “instructions in form of an
apparition” that he should go to India,
where he spent time in the ashram of
Swami Nagananda (1951–2006, right) in
Bukkapatnam, Andhra Pradesh
´ Nagananda directed him to study Tantric
Shivaism, his main interest, with Guru
Anahdan (?–2005) in Haridwar,
Uttarakhand. Critics suspect Anahdan to
be simply a figment of Jára’s imagination.
However, I interviewed disciples of Jára
who claimed to have met Anahdan in
Arunachala before he died in 2005

2. The Guru Jára Path

´ In 1996, upon his return to the Czech Republic, Jára started teaching regularly a group of
disciples, who later formed the Guru Jára Path. The first public lectures and festivals
followed between 1996 and 1997, together with pilgrimages and retreats where the
themes of Tantric sexuality and reincarnation were openly discussed and formed the basis
of spiritual practices

Pilgrimages and Monasteries

´ By 1998, after a new successful pilgrimage to India, a monastery was inaugurated in the
village of Odrlice, near Olomouc. Other smaller centres called kitakus followed, both in the
Czech Republic and India. The festivals and the events of a Czech Telepathic Association,
devoted to the study of parapsychology, became fashionable activities among Czech
young professionals and intellectuals, as were the “tea wanderings,” which visited and
mapped some hundred teahouses, a preferred place for free discussions about politics and
culture in Czechia

National and International Growth

´ In 2000, the movement launched its first Web site; in 2001, its own magazine, Poetrie; in
2004, the Poetrie Esoteric Institute, which offered classes on various subjects. From 2003 (in
part because of the anti-cult campaigns and hostility), Jára had moved to Asia but until
2007 continued to visit the Czech Republic, and festival and events continued, while the
Path grow to some 3,000 members and expanded to several foreign countries, including
the U.S. and Japan

Art Exhibitions and
Books Promotion
´ Even after anti-cult and police
opposition increased, the Path was still
able to organize successful exhibitions of
Guru Jára’s “Astrofocus” works of art,
sometimes in connection with the
promotion of the Guru’s books, the most
important of which was Casanova Sútra
(2011)

Building Paradise
in the Philippines
´ In 2011, the Path organized a
workshop in the island of
Siargao in the Philippines.
Echoing other religious
leaders of the past, Jára
expressed his opinion that
“this was the place.” Land
was acquired, and a
swampy jungle was gradually
transformed into the Rishikesh
Retreat Center, which hosts
both residential and
“temporary” monks and nuns
and has become the main
spiritual centre of the Path

Police Raids and Arrests
´ The continuous campaigns of the Czech anti-cult
movement led to police investigation and action
(discussed in another paper of this session), where the
sexual rituals of the Path were reconstructed as abuse
and rape. Jára and his main disciple, Barbora Plášková,
who were in Asia, were placed in the wanted list of the
Czech police in 2007 and 2009. On October 19, 2010,
special police forces carried out a spectacular (and
brutal) raid of the Path’s facilities, reminiscent of other
actions against the “cults.” While legal actions continued
in the Czech Republic, Jára and Plášková were arrested
and placed in detention centers in the Philippines in
2015, pending a final decision on their requests for
asylum

A Struggling Movement
´ In retrospect, anti-cultists basically succeeded in stopping
the growth of the Guru Jára Path. After the police action,
members were discriminated in their workplaces and
disavowed by their families. Some were physically assaulted.
Most got scared and left, and the Path lost between 80 and
90% of its members
´ Some 450 devotees remain, and many more, who would not
participate openly in activities of the Path, do follow its
teachings via the Internet. As for Jára, he continues to write
intensively and spread his teachings even in his difficult
conditions and has published a journal about his life in the
detention centre, where apparently trivial incidents serve as
opportunities for esoteric meditations

3. A Tantric System
´ While the Tantric roots of Guru Jára’s teachings
are discussed in another paper in this session, I
would add here that Christian mystics and some
Western teachers are also often quoted by
Jára, including Julius Evola, Aleister Crowley
(1875–1947), Wilhelm Reich (1897–1957), Paul
Brunton (1898–1981), and Theos Casimir Bernard
(1908–1947?), the American “White Lama”
whose uncle was Pierre Arnold Bernard, aka
“Oom the Omnipotent” (1875–1955), the
flamboyant and controversial founder of the
Tantrik Order of America

A Mythic History
´ Jára believes that all genuine esoteric
teachings can be traced to one source, which
started being spread throughout the world
during the reign of pharaoh Nyuserre Ini, the
sixth ruler of the Egyptian Fifth Dynasty, who
lived in the second half of the twenty-fifth
century BCE. Jára discusses how the Sun
Temple of Nyuserre Ini included hieroglyphs
with a penis penetrating a triangle, an allusion
to what would be later known as Tantric
teachings. From Nyuserre Ini proceeds a line of
initiates, the “last historically documented” of
whom was Pythagoras (569–495 BCE)

The Crowley Connection
´ Crowley is an important reference for Jára.
He believes that Crowley was actually the
reincarnation of Sir Edward Kelley (1555–
1597 or 1598), the co-worker of British magus
John Dee (1527–1608 or 1609). Both Dee
and Kelley lived for several years in
Bohemia. Jára claims that John Dee saw
Nyuserre Ini in a magical mirror, and was
commanded to establish the Eight League,
a first attempt at reuniting the esoteric
teachings scattered through Asia, Europe,
and the newly discovered America. Dee’s
attempt was left unfinished, but was
completed by Crowley in Cairo in 1904,
when he received through his wife The Book
of the Law, the holy scripture for the new
Aeon of Horus

Not About Sexuality Only

´ Those who heard about Jára from the Czech media
only, may easily believe that his teachings deal
exclusively, or at least mostly, with sexuality. However,
the majority of the Path’s courses are not about sex.
Some members were attracted to the Path by the
teachings on sexuality and couple relationships, but
most appear to have been attracted by seminars on
personal self-awareness and “spiritual trekking,” Tarots,
Feng Shui and astrology. In fact, astrology may have
been the single most important factor

Astrofocus Art
´ Astrofocus art emerged as an important
part of Jára’s teachings and public image.
Jára himself produced collages built
around his artistic photographs of women
(and occasionally men), both naked and
dressed, capturing their astrological
personality and at the same time their
“essence” or “soul.” Jára claims that “these
collages can speak [to] and heal not only
the woman they mirror, but also individuals
who deal (in their profoundly different lives)
with similar feelings, moods, inner
restrictions or life situations.” The course
teaching how to express themselves
through Astrofocus art is one of the most
popular among the Path’s students

Astrofashion
´ A parallel development is Astrofashion,
which teaches students how to select
clothing in harmony with their
astrological identity. The Astrofashion
faculty developed its own collections in
Nepal and Bali, and popular female
magazines such as Elle noticed the
novel idea of women dressing
according to astrology

Tarots and Vampires
´ In 2002, Jára offered for sale his
own set of Tarot cards, built on
three symbolic layers with
references to Tantra, Taoism,
and the I Ching. In the Path,
they “are used for everything,”
from reading the flow of
energies to assess the situation
of each student (and of nonstudents, who also ask for
readings) on the karmic journey
through multiple reincarnations
Some of the cards depict vampires. In fact, Jára considers psychic vampires as a threat,
and teaches techniques aimed at strengthening the aura, thus creating a magical
protection against them

Is Guru Jára God?
´ Confidential teachings of the Path also
concern the divine status of Jára and Plášková.
They are proposed as hypotheses rather than
as dogmatic teachings. Most students believe
that Jára is an avatar of Shiva, in the same
position of Jesus, who was also a manifestation
of Shiva. Guru Jára is thus “divine” but is part of
a hierarchy reminiscent of Theosophy, which
includes higher entities. He volunteered to
incarnate in a Communist and materialistic
country, Czechoslovakia, and to understand
gradually his own divine status, answering a call
from some unidentified Higher Powers in the
spiritual world. Plášková is regarded in turn as a
manifestation of the fierce Hindu goddess
Durga

Bungee Jumping
Meditation
´ Jára’s Tantric teachings include
meditation, visualization,
physical exercises, and Tantric
healing. In 2012, for example,
Jára taught his European
followers, from the Philippines, a
technique of “bungee jumping
meditation,” to be practiced
during a pilgrimage to the
mountains of Switzerland.
Meditating during the bungee
jumping was supposed to teach
“meditative calm of normal
practice in stressful situations”

Hooks and Thorns
´ Meditation is part of the “dry path” in
Tantrism, while sexual techniques and
rituals are part of the “wet path.” The latter
is not only about sexuality and teaches
how to see in the material world not an
enemy but a tool for enlightenment

Several problem are due to “hooks” and “thorns.” Simply explained, hooks (for women)
and thorns (for men) – not to be confused between each others, as they are of a very
different nature – are invisible marks left by previous sexual relationships. Consciously or
unconsciously, previous partners may still exert an influence through the hooks and thorns
and, in the worst cases, act as psychic vampires, drain the victim of her energy, and
poison her present sexual and romantic life. In these cases, rituals of “unhooking” and
“cleaning up of thorns” are needed

Unhooking Rituals
´ Not all hooks are negative. And not all
women have hooks damaging their
normal life. In its heydays, the Path
had some 3,000 female members. The
group estimates that only about 300
women, or ten percent, were either
counselled or were asked to go
through the unhooking ritual.
Unhooking involved the sexual
penetration of the woman by Jára,
with sacred energy thus flowing in,
without orgasm or ejaculation by the
master, preceded by breathing
exercises performed by the woman

The Art of Removing the Hooks

´ According to group doctrine, in some cases not all hooks can be removed; “fourteen is the
maximum number of hooks that the initiated tantric can remove during one session. A large
number could kill the master. His karma would get ‘overburnt’ and he would have an
accident, or another fatal event would happen to him”
´ Women with more than fourteen “bad” hooks (i.e. who had more than fourteen partners, as
each partner creates one hook only, no matter how many times the couple had intercourse)
should go through the ritual more than once. In some cases, Jára decided to remove only the
worst hooks, leaving the others

Unhooked Women
´ In my interviews, women typically
described their unhooking experience as
exhilarating, but in the sense of a
“spiritual orgasm” rather than in
common sexual terms. Some reported
that this sensation persisted for several
weeks. Some requested to be
“unhooked” because of problems in
their lives. Others simply wanted to
speed up their spiritual progress

Men and Thorns
´ If women have hooks, men have thorns.
As mentioned earlier, they have a
different nature from hooks. They are
invisible but can be seen by adequately
trained female Tantric initiates. Thorns are
located at the level of the first chakra of
the Hindu tradition, i.e. between the anus
and the penis. Female initiates can help
men by locating the thorns and
“cleaning [them] up” with their hands or
tongues

Conclusion
´ Unhooking has been stopped in
the Path, since only Jára is
authorized to perform the ritual
and is in a detention centre in
the Philippines
´ The devotees hope that Jára’s
legal problems may be solved
and he may teach others the
unhooking techniques and
perhaps start performing again
the ritual himself
´ The cessation of unhooking may
or may not be of great
consequence, as it is not an
essential or mandatory part of
the Path’s activities. In fact, the
Path has now survived for
several years without any
unhooking ritual taking place
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